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Abstract— Although instance-aware perception is a key prerequisite for many autonomous robotic applications, most of
the methods only partially solve the problem by focusing solely
on known object categories. However, for robots interacting in
dynamic and cluttered environments, this is not realistic and
severely limits the range of potential applications. Therefore,
we propose a novel object instance segmentation approach
that does not require any semantic or geometric information
of the objects beforehand. In contrast to existing works, we
do not explicitly use depth data as input, but rely on the
insight that slight viewpoint changes, which for example are
provided by stereo image pairs, are often sufficient to determine
object boundaries and thus to segment objects. Focusing on
the versatility of stereo sensors, we employ a transformer-based
architecture that maps directly from the pair of input images to
the object instances. This has the major advantage that instead
of a noisy, and potentially incomplete depth map as an input,
on which the segmentation is computed, we use the original
image pair to infer the object instances and a dense depth map.
In experiments in several different application domains, we
show that our Instance Stereo Transformer (INSTR) algorithm
outperforms current state-of-the-art methods that are based on
depth maps. Training code and pretrained models are available
at https://github.com/DLR-RM/instr.

I. INTRODUCTION
Robots interacting in real-world environments are often
faced with a large variety of object instances. Acquiring
the information necessary for successful interaction with
these objects is partly addressed by the field of object
instance recognition, where large advances were made in
terms of accuracy and robustness. Nevertheless, the majority
of existing methods require prior knowledge in terms of
annotated data or 3D models for each considered object class
or instance.
This work presents a novel stereo-based approach for
Unknown Object Instance Segmentation (UOIS) to address
the mentioned issue in robotic vision. Starting from the
transformer encoder-decoder structure proposed in DETR [1]
we modify the cross-attention mechanism in the decoder
to directly predict instance segmentation masks without the
intermediate detection step. Our method, which is purely
trained on synthetic images, is able to predict unknown
objects on generic horizontal surfaces in an end-to-end
manner without any post-processing due to the set-prediction
attribute of the applied transformer structure.
As shown in [3], [4] depth information is a crucial modality for robust UOIS. However, affordable depth sensors still
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Fig. 1: Given a stereo image pair, INSTR segments unknown
object instances on generic horizontal surfaces. The obtained
pixel-wise object masks can be used for grasping, here
exemplary with the clash hand [2]. The as auxiliary task
predicted depth can further aid the robot in interacting with
its environment.
cannot deal with untextured surfaces (stereo sensors), metallic, transparent or black materials and bright light (active
sensors), which results in noisy and incomplete depth maps.
Modeling imperfect depth data is difficult, sensor specific
and thus often tackled by augmentations [3], [4]. But are
random augmentations on synthetic depth the best way for
the network to decide when to rely on depth and when on
RGB information at test time? Additionally, the fusion of
RGB and corrupt depth data early in the network is nontrivial [5]. We hypothesize that a network that simultaneously
learns disparity from stereo can build up a richer internal
representation to determine where depth cues are useful
and trustworthy and where it is better to follow textural
information.
While depth data is beneficial in robotic applications,
human-level segmentation of novel objects should be possible to learn from stereo image pairs alone, since we lack
the capability of high-precision, active depth perception.
We calibrate our depth perception by reaching and walking
[6] well after we learn to recognize different objects and
continuously correct the errors we make during interaction
with them [7].
Concretely, we contribute the following:
• We propose an end-to-end stereo-based approach that
jointly learns disparity and unknown object instance
segmentation from physically-based RGB stereo renderings. Experiments show that this is a promising
approach to break the reliance on high quality depth
data for robust unknown object segmentation.
• We further introduce a sub-pixel sampling mechanism
for our correlation layers, which enables a dynamic
adaptation to other stereo sensor settings (e.g. changing

•

•

baseline) the network was not trained on.
We address the absence of an instance-centric stereo
dataset and introduce Stereo Instances On Surfaces
(STIOS), a binocular dataset consisting of 192 scenes
from two different stereo sensors on various surfaces
with manually labelled, pixel-wise instance masks.
We adapt the DETR [1] transformer architecture for
the task of instance segmentation. In concrete terms,
by adapting the cross-attention mechanism as well
as the segmentation loss, our transformer outputs 2D
queries for direct upsampling. As a result we obtain a
post-processing-free class-agnostic instance segmentation pipeline running at 18 frames per second.

II. RELATED WORK
Set-Prediction: Object-centric vision tasks such as (classagnostic) detection or instance segmentation are usually
tackled with CNN-based architectures. However, the arbitrary number of instances in a scene, their permutation invariance as well as the responsibility problem [8]
are not directly solved by CNNs [1]. Instead, for these
set-prediction problems, convolutional architectures usually
generate a large number of proposals with hand-designed
anchors that are subsequently refined. Even anchor-free
methods [9], [10] then require expensive post-processing
steps such as Non-Maximum Suppression [11], watershed
algorithm [12], hough-voting [13], or clustering [14], [15] to
filter the raw network outputs. Besides introducing additional
hyperparameters, these post-processing methods take a large
portion of the inference time when considering lightweight
architectures that are crucial for robotic systems.
Direct, i.e post-processing-free, set-prediction with CNNs
requires adaptations, e.g. an autoregressive or recurrent
structure to process scenes instance-by-instance [16], [17].
Greff et al. [18] iteratively infer a set of latent representations, each representing an object, by variational inference.
In a similar manner, multiple encoder-decoder steps are
applied in [19], [20] to refine object-centric representations.
Zhang et al. [8] present a general set-prediction approach
which optimizes the mean squared error between a latent
representation of the input (image) and a set of feature
vectors. An iterative attention module is presented in [21]
which groups task-specific input features to a set of output
vectors. While these experiments have indicated the potential
of direct set-predictions, they haven’t proven their applicability to complex real world applications, yet.
Recently, transformer networks [22], originally used for
NLP tasks, gained a lot of attention in computer vision.
While [23], [24] apply transformers on sequences of image
patches for classification, the DETR models [1], [25] directly
output a set of bounding box predictions in parallel by crossattending object queries to the global image context. An earlier work by Liang et al. [26] exploits self-attention across
polygon vertices to improve the prediction of the offsets.
Based on the initial DETR model [1] several works have been
published for instance segmentation [27], [28]. These works
reuse the original structure and predict the instance masks
based on the bounding box features which again resembles
an indirect approach. The transformer network presented by
Xie et al. [29] addresses transparent object segmentation

based on RGB. Their object queries encode class-related
features which is not applicable to UOIS.
Unknown Object Instance Segmentation: Early works in
UOIS mainly build on low-level image features based on
boundaries, connectivity or symmetry [30], [31] to segment unknown instances. Richtsfeld et al. [32] proposed
to estimate surface patches based on a mixture of planes
and NURBS on which a graph-cut algorithm is applied.
However, such features are often insufficient to model what
constitutes an object in more complex settings [33]. To let
robots manipulate completely unknown instances we need
to learn a concept of “objectness” defined as a geometrically and often semantically connected entity. One way
to extract unknown objects from a scene is by predicting
their independent motion masks [34]. While most objects
are naturally static, robotic manipulators can induce the
necessary motion so that grasped objects can be segmented
from arbitrary viewpoints [35]. In [36] a class-agnostic
segmentation mask together with an object likelihood score
is predicted per RGB image patch of the MS COCO
dataset [37]. However, color information from a few specific
categories does not suffice to learn the “objectness” relevant
in robotics contexts. For this purpose, more diverse training
data can be generated synthetically by combining large 3D
model databases like ShapeNet [38] with procedural data
generation methods [39]. A straightforward approach is to
train existing instance segmentation methods (e.g. Mask RCNN [11]) with only a single foreground object category [3],
[40]. Xie et al. [13] outperform this baseline by predicting
2D unit vectors pointing towards object centers from synthetic point clouds and then refining the predictions with
another network using color information. Similar to [14],
Xiang et al. [4] cluster pixel-wise feature representation
predicted by a single convolutional network jointly trained on
synthetic RGB and depth data. Instead we jointly learn depth
and unknown instance segmentation from photo-realistic
stereo RGB renderings and directly predict instance masks
with a transformer-based architecture.
Stereo Segmentation: Recent networks are capable of subpixel accurate disparity estimation from stereo images [41].
Several works [42]–[44] already show the mutual benefit
of jointly learning disparity and semantic segmentation. In
this work we investigate whether class-agnostic instance
segmentation also benefits from jointly learning of disparity.

III. METHOD
Our proposed method takes as input a pair of stereoimages and implicitly fuses the disparity and RGB cues to
avoid the necessity of high-quality depth data. As Fig. 2
shows, the inputs are forwarded through a feature extraction
encoder to obtain a correlated feature representation of both
images (Sec. III-A). Next, the features are processed by
an instance-aware Transformer Encoder T FEnc followed
by a Transformer Decoder T FDec separating the instances
(Sec. III-B). In contrast to the original T FDec , ours outputs
2D feature maps which can directly be upsampled. Moreover,
another decoder is added to predict auxiliary disparities.

Fig. 2: INSTR consists of an encoder-decoder structure with two local correlation layers in the feature extractor (left),
transformer encoder and decoder layers (middle) and two separate decoders for disparity and instance predictions (right).
A. Feature Extraction Encoder
A stereo pair is forwarded through the first two layers
of a ResNet-50 [45] backbone with shared weights. After
each, a correlation layer [46], [47] restricted to a local horizontal region to capture stereoscopic information is applied.
Mathematically, given the feature maps fa , fb ∈ Rcxhxw of a
stereo pair with c, h, w corresponding to number of channels,
height, and width, we define the local horizontal correlation
at a specific spatial position xa of fa and xb of fb as
corr(xa , xb ) =

dX
max
i=0




fa (xa ), fb (xb +


i∗s
) ,
0

(1)

with dmax being the maximum shift of fb in positive horizontal direction and s = 1 being the displacement size.
This displacement in a downsampled feature map can approximately be related to a certain disparity value given
the centers of the respective receptive fields. Note that to
have the same width as fa , fb is zero padded on the left.
The outcome is a correlation tensor C ∈ Rcc xhxw where cc
depicts the total number of displacement steps - a fixed value,
since subsequent layers employ convolutional operations.
Consequently, the horizontal focal length fx and baseline
bx are fixed during training. To dissolve this limitation and
enable variable sensor intrinsics during inference, we allow
continuous values for s and obtain the corresponding fb
with bilinear grid sampling. Based on the relation with the
receptive field, dmax can be computed by:
dmax ≈

fc ∗ bc
,
z min ∗ output stride

(2)

where z min is the minimum camera-to-object distance and
output stride denotes the related downsampling ratio.
Given (2) we then can generalize to arbitrary intrinsic
parameters fc′ and b′c by calculating the respective d′ max , and
equally well compensate for a new z ′ min . The corresponding

Fig. 3: Overview of our local correlation layer (a); our
proposed subsampling generalizes to novel camera intrinsics
(b); relationship between displacement step in feature space
and disparity in image plane (top right).
new step size s′ can be derived via the relation:
d′ max
dmax
=
.
(3)
s
s′
The intuition here is that given fixed intrinsics during
training the network expects specific correlation results at
specific channel positions of cc . Whenever fc and/or bc differ,
the respective correlative features are at different positions
and result in unexpected and confusing information to the
network. Changing dmax and s respectively counteracts this
behavior and maintains the features at their “correct” channel
positions. This adaptation of dmax and s can be done without
any retraining or fine-tuning since the correlation layer does
not involve learnable parameters. Furthermore, the sub-pixelbased sampling allows us to process arbitrary input sizes.
Note that dmax is set such that the centers of the respective
receptive fields cover more than the maximal (or any desired
amount of) disparity, or a z min (see Fig. 3).
Since the correlation layer is computationally expensive,
the number of channels c of fa and fb are reduced beforecc =

hand. The correlation output of both layers is concatenated
with the respective fa and passed as a skip connection to
the decoder. For the second output the concatenated map
is forwarded to subsequent encoder layers such that the
transformer obtains correlation information. We employ a
reduction layer to fit the subsequent convolutional layer.
For segmentation tasks the stride of the following ResNet
layers 3 and 4 is usually replaced with dilation to result in
an output stride of 8 instead of 32, which allows denser
feature responses to be extracted [48]. While this does not
increase the number of learnable parameters in the encoder,
it results in an exponential increase in the number of samples
for the transformer (300→4,800 for an image of 640x480),
which would require more computational resources. To
capture meaningful features with output stride = 32 we
experiment with replacing ResNet layers 3 and 4 with their
axial attention counterparts, and refer the reader to [49] for
further details. Finally, we channel-wise reduce the features
(2048→256) and pass them to the transformer.
B. Transformer Encoder-Decoder
The proposed approach builds up on the DETR architecture with an adapted T FDec . Based on a transformer encoderdecoder structure, the main component is the attention mechanism, which is briefly described. For further details we refer
the reader to [1].
Given a query sequence Xq ∈ RtxNq and a key-value
sequence Xkv ∈ RtxNkv , the embeddings query Q, key
K and value V can be defined as linear projection: Q =
Wq (Xq + Pq ); K = Wk (Xkv + Pk ); V = Wv Xkv , where
Wk , Wq ∈ Rdh xd and Wv ∈ Rdout xdin are learned weights
(in our case dout = din ; in the following both variables are
denoted as d). The terms Pq ∈ RdxNq and Pk ∈ RdxNkv ,
either learned or fixed, represent positional encodings to
maintain spatial information, which is crucial for spatial
structures or shapes. In the next step an attention map A
is computed by the inner product between the query Q and
key K:
A = softmax(QT K) ,
(4)
Nkv

where the softmax operation is applied along the Nkv
dimension. The final output of one attention layer att is
then computed by the attention-weighted sum over V . Using
the Einstein summation convention (einsum) this can be
expressed as:
attNq d = ANq Nkv VNkv d .

(5)

For the attention mechanism applied in a T FEnc layer,
called self-attention, all three embeddings are linear projections of the input map (Xq = Xkv ). On the other hand,
the so-called cross-attention mechanism c-att, applied in
a T FDec layer, attends the resulting att as Xkv with Q
consisting of a set of Nq embeddings of length t. The setelements are learnt positional encodings, also called object
queries. In the T FDec every instance is represented by one
object query based on the instance aware feature sequence
generated by T FEnc . Applying (5) for cross-attention, as
done originally, results in Nq object queries each with dimension d. While this works for detection, the resulting object
queries cannot directly be used in a segmentation decoder

as they only represent point-wise features. To circumvent
this, [1] attend and concatenate these queries with the image
tensor for the task of panoptic segmentation. Similarly, [29]
upstream the attention weights of the last cross-attention.
Instead, we rewrite the (5) to directly obtain an expanded
attention-weighted feature map for each query:
c-att-expNq Nkv d = ANq Nkv VNkv d .

(6)

Adding up along the Nkv dimension results again in att (5),
used to forward information to the next T FDec layer, while
for the auxiliary loss as well as for upsampling, c-att-exp
is considered. Note, the number of computations of the
expanded attention is the same as for the standard attention
mechanism. The final T FDec outcome is a set of 2-D object
queries ŷ = {ŷ1 , ..., ŷNq } with |ŷ| = Nq , where yˆi is either
a binary mask representing an object or a zero mask. As
shown in Fig. 2 the object queries are then upsampled by
independent mask decoders with shared weights.
C. Permutation-Invariant Instance Segmentation Loss
Besides the permutation-invariance of T FDec , the loss
design is also crucial to enhance variety within the embedding set. Given the final output-set ŷ a bipartite matching
against the ground truth masks y = {y1 , ..., yL } has to be
applied. If |ŷ| > |y| the difference is padded with zero
ground truth masks. In contrast to [1], we directly apply the
matching on the segmentation masks. Given the dice loss
2y ŷ+1
Ldice = 1 − y+ŷ+1
as cost function, the optimal assignment
is computed by the Hungarian method [50]. Based on the
outcome, the actual loss is calculated. In this context a
challenging task is to deal with the evaluation of zero masks,
which is not considered by the original dice loss. One
solution is to treat the background as an object by inverting
the maps to (1 − ŷ) and (1 − y). However, the dice loss
is favourable to big masks as a few incorrectly predicted
pixels do not lead to a significant change of the loss value.
This prevents the network of predicting complete zero masks
since almost perfect predictions already achieve decent loss
values. To overcome this issue, an exponential logarithmic
dice loss [51] to focus more on the least and most correct
predictions is used. For a query output yˆi and its matched
ground truth mask yˆi it can be written as:
(
P
Ldice (yl∗ , yˆi )
if yl∗ ̸= 0
i
P
Lsegm =
(7)
−ln(Ldice (yl∗ , yˆi ))γ if yl∗ = 0
D. Auxiliary Disparity Prediction
In order to provide the network a guidance for an efficient
exploitation of stereo cues, an auxiliary decoder is employed.
As shown in Fig. 2 the feature map generated by T FEnc
and intermediate features with correlation results as skip
connections are used to predict the disparity map. For this
auxiliary task the Huber Loss Lhub is employed and the total
network loss can be written as
M dec Nq

L = αLhub + β

XX
j

Lij
segm ,

(8)

i

where α and β are weighting factors, M dec is the number of
layers in T FDec and Lij
segm indicates the segmentation loss
of the ith query in the jth layer.

IV. S TEREO I NSTANCES ON S URFACES DATASET
There exist several datasets of objects on table-top surfaces, and many provide segmentation [32], [52], bounding
box [53], [54] or point cloud [55] annotations. Still, to the
best of our knowledge none include both stereo images and
pixelwise object instance annotations. To address this issue,
we present STIOS which consists of stereo images of objects
on top of eight tabletop-like surfaces which are situated
in various environments. We employ two stereo sensors, a
rc visard 65 color and a Zed camera, which both capture
depth information from stereo and, in the case of Zed,
normal directions and point cloud data. For each surface we
manually select four camera positions to capture the scene at
different distance ranges and elevation levels. Every image
depicts a configuration of four to six randomly sampled
objects of a subset of the YCB Video dataset [56] 1 , where
object sampling considers the total number of occurrences
per object which should be similar across all items.
Regarding object placement we follow the idea of previous
work (e.g. [32], [52]) and differentiate between simple (no
physical contact between objects) and difficult (physically
touching or stacked) scenes. Note that objects might appear
occluded in the image plane irrespective of the setting. For
one camera pose we record three simple and three difficult
configurations with both sensors, totaling 6 images per camera pose and 24 images per surface area. All configurations
considered, the dataset consists of 192 stereo images for each
sensor. To improve the stereo matching for the rc visard,
we additionally project a pattern on the scene. Every left
image is manually annotated with corresponding ground truth
object instance masks. We believe that this dataset can serve
as a reasonable baseline for stereo-aided object instance
segmentation of table-top-like scenes.
V. EXPERIMENTS
A. Simulating Objects on a Table
Due to the lack of a suitable dataset, synthetic training
data is generated using BlenderProc [39]. In detail, we select
table-top surfaces inside rooms of the SunCG dataset [57],
where five to twelve random instances of the ShapeNet
dataset [38] are placed in a physical simulation. For each
table, ten camera poses within the upper hemisphere of the
table’s center are sampled with varying distances.2
B. Implementation Details
Our training data consists of 40,000 images (90/10
train/val. split) with an input size of 640x480 pixels. We
solely train synthetic data (Sec. V-A), and the best model
is selected in terms of highest mIoU score on the synthetic validation set. The test data is the realworld STIOS
dataset (Sec. IV), which does not include any object from
the training or validation data. Regarding training parameters,
Tab. I shows the settings for both correlation layers. All
1 The
following
objects
were
used:
003 cracker box,
005 tomato soup can,
006 mustard bottle,
007 tuna fish can,
008 pudding box, 010 potted meat can, 011 banana, 019 pitcher base,
021 bleach cleanser, 024 bowl, 025 mug, 035 power drill, 037 scissors,
052 extra large clamp, 061 foam brick.
2 For reproduction please see https://github.com/DLR-RM/
instr/blenderproc

TABLE I: Parameter settings for both correlation layers. The
parameter dmax corresponds to a minimum camera-to-object
distance of 12cm for rc visard. r depicts the downsampling
ratio which reduces c of f{a,b} , and D̂max the approximate
maximum disparity (see Sec. III-A). All values denote pixels.
Layer

h/w

dmax

r

cc

recept. field

D̂max

Corr1
Corr2

120/160
60/80

64
32

8
8

64
32

35x35
91x91

260
264

TABLE II: Mean IoU [%] on object instance masks across
all scenes of STIOS. Values in bold denote the best results.
Method
Xie et al. [13]
Xiang et al. [4]
RGB only
Depth only
INSTR
Mask-RCNN (YCB-V)

rc visard

rc visard + pattern

Zed

mIoU

F1

mIoU

F1

mIoU

F1

29.25
32.76
53.63
15.16
74.93
76.43

39.57
39.80
67.05
20.49
84.50
85.93

44.21
53.74
n/a
25.20
n/a
n/a

55.21
64.22
n/a
33.21
n/a
n/a

17.86
15.37
49.75
06.23
74.06
68.46

25.00
19.72
62.69
08.82
83.80
79.22

experiments are conducted with Nq = 15 (mainly due to
memory limits), which in general should be larger than the
total number of objects in a scene. The exponential factor γ
of (7) is set to 0.2, the loss (8) is weighted with α = β = 1 and
optimized by AdamW [58] with a weight decay of 1e-2. With
a learning rate of 1e-4 for all trainable parameters and batch
size of 2, training for 40 epochs roughly takes 4 days. An
inference forward pass on an Nvidia RTX 2080 takes around
55ms, thus our algorithm can operate at roughly 18fps.
C. Comparison to the State-of-the-art Methods
Tab. II shows the comparison between our method and
various recent baselines on STIOS. Evaluation is done by
matching predicted objects with all ground truth instances of
an image, and the set with less items is padded with empty
masks. As metrics we calculate the Intersection over Union
(IoU) and F1 score on the matched pairs, and average across
all object instances. Xiang et al. [4] clusters object instances
in deep feature space to circumvent set prediction, and [13]
merges a foreground mask with object center vectors, which
is then refined by RGB data. As an upper performance
bound we train a Mask-RCNN directly on photorealistically
rendered 3D models of the YCB-V dataset used in the BOP
Challenge [59]. Exemplary qualitative results on STIOS are
depicted in Fig. 4, and Fig. 6 shows the performance of
INSTR in the wild.
On STIOS the proposed method outperforms all baselines
and achieves metrics en par with the Mask-RCNN that
has already seen the objects. While the projected pattern
increases results for depth-based methods, the obtained data
is still insufficient for reliable predictions, possibly because
of the amount of noise and incomplete data (total black areas
of Fig. 4 b and c).
D. Ablation Studies
1) Architectural Ablation: We continue by exploring the
influence of various design choices to our network in Tab. III.

(a) Left RGB+GT (b) Depth w/o pat. (c) Depth w/ pat. (d) Mask-RCNN (e) Xie et al. [13](f) Xiang et al. [4]

(g) Ours

(h) Our depth

Fig. 4: Qualitative results on STIOS (best viewed magnified and in color). Depth-based approaches trained on simulated
data (e, f) struggle with real world stereo depth, especially if they contain fragmentary data (b, c). This potentially results in
segmentation of background clutter (e: fourth / fifth row, f: last row), undetected objects (second row) or completely empty
predictions (first row). INSTR (g) inherently utilizes cues from slight view point changes from a stereo pair and produces
depth as auxiliary task (h). The last row denotes a particularly bad case where INSTR fails to separate the objects. The
predictions of (e) and (f) are based on depth with projected pattern. The Mask-RCNN (d) is directly trained on 3D models
of the YCB-V dataset and presents an upper baseline. Colors are assigned randomly.

Note that for all results in this section we only train up
to 15 epochs and stop. Both the axial attention blocks
as well as employing an auxiliary loss on upsampled intermediate T FDec outputs guides in learning meaningful
representations; the latter being in coherence to previous
work (e.g. [1]). We furthermore compare our proposed
query processing method c-att-exp (6) with upsampling
attention weight maps (att, [29]), as well as concatenating
these with backbone features (c-att-cat-bb, [1]) and
transformer encoder features (c-att-cat-tfenc).
2) Varying Intrinsics During Inference: The proposed
correlation layer allows dynamic adjustment to different
camera intrinsics (i.e., stereo baseline and the horizontal
focal length). To empirically validate this assumption two
INSTR models are trained with 5,000 synthetic samples with
rc visard and Zed intrinsics, respectively. In both trainings,
the maximum displacement is set to dmax = 0.4. Fig. 5
depicts evaluation on both test sensors and verifies the ability
to adapt to untrained sensor intrinsics.
3) Single-RGB INSTR: As shown in Tab. IV, training
INSTR without the disparity loss yields higher accuracy than
single RGB-based predictions, indicating the local correlation itself as a strong cue - albeit not as informative as with

TABLE III: Architectural ablation study. All values denote
mIoU [%] and are computed after 15 epochs of training.
Values in bold denote the best results.
Ax. Bl.

Aux. loss

✗
✗
✓

✗
✓
✗

✓
✓
✓
✓

Query Proc.

val

rc visard

Zed

c-att-exp
c-att-exp
c-att-exp

57.55
61.35
60.08

62.66
67.48
63.41

56.58
62.53
60.08

✓
✓
✓

c-att
c-att-cat-bb
c-att-cat-tfenc

69.68
69.30
68.16

69.12
68.33
69.85

68.20
63.47
65.28

✓

c-att-exp

71.28

70.35

67.74

guidance in the form of a designated disparity loss.
4) Depth Evaluation: As mentioned, INSTR additionally
predicts a pixel-wise disparity map. Although this map only
fulfils the task of auxiliary guidance, for completeness the
L1 and the RMS error of the predicted disparity compared to
the ground truth obtained from the rc visard with pattern are
listed in Tab. V. We also list the performance of AANet [60],
a dedicated stereo predictor, pretrained on Sceneflow [61].
Note that we only consider object ground truth regions and
discard incomplete areas from calculation. In addition, we

TABLE V: L1 and RMS error [mm] evaluated on object
regions of depth from rc visard with pattern.
Method
Xu et al. [60]
INSTR

L1 error

RMS error

09.73
13.91

24.00
24.09

TABLE VI: mIoU [%] on two subsets (ARID10 and YCB10)
of the OCID [52] dataset.

Fig. 5: Relative mIoU on test scenes recorded with the
rc visard (orange) and Zed (red) from training data with
rc visard (top) and Zed intrinsics (bottom). Our correlation
layer with subpixel sampling enables generalization to novel
sensor intrinsics.

Method

RGB

Depth

RGB+Depth

Xiang et al. [4]
Single-RGB INSTR

34.71
45.23

76.76
n/a

80.91
n/a

TABLE IV: mIoU [%] on synthetic validation and our real
world test set given different input modalities.
Input modality
Single-RGB INSTR
INSTR w/o disp. loss
INSTR

Val

rc visard

Zed

69.30
69.78
77.46

66.58
70.93
74.92

63.52
65.44
74.31

experiment with utilizing the predicted depth of both [60] as
well as INSTR as input for the depth-only version of [4],
and receive 33.42 and 17.97 % mIoU on rc visard scenes of
STIOS.
5) Single-RGB INSTR on OCID Scenes: For completion, we evaluate our single RGB based approach on the
OCID [52] dataset in Tab. VI alongside the RGB-based
comparison on our test dataset (Xiang et al. RGB in Tab. II
vs. RGB in Tab. IV). We only consider scenes from ARID10
and YCB10 to have less objects present than our upper bound
of detectable objects (number of queries Nq = 15).
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed INSTR, a fast stereo-based instance
segmentation approach (18fps) for unknown objects which
addresses the issue of corrupted depth maps. By applying
local horizontal correlation, the method is able to extract
disparity-related as well as RGB-based features and learns a
self-contained assessment of their significance. Furthermore,
the correlation mechanism applies sub-pixel sampling, which
enables dynamic adaption to the underlying camera parameters. Besides promising results on STIOS, we are able to
grasp unseen objects as shown in Fig. 1 (and further in the
video), and can segment a variety of object shapes/textures
in completely different domains (see Fig. 6). Exploiting
binocular image pairs, we hope to increase research interest
towards robust stereo-aided robotic vision.
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